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Service-Learning: Comparison ofHos,pitality Mana&ement Promms 
in Two- and Four-Year Institutions 
by Verena M. Ward 
Abstract 
Partnerships between community and academic institutions are the cornerstones of 
academic service-learning. While the term Uacademic service-Ieaming" emerged in the 
90's, civic or citizenship education has been part ofacademic curriculums for centuries. 
Hospitality management programs at two- (n=63) and four-year W=79) institutions were 
surveyed for this study using a 21 question faxed survey and two-year (52 %) and four­
year (48 %) institutions responded. Results indicated that academic service-learning was 
not as prevalent in hospitality management programs offour-year institutions as 
anticipated, while two-year (67%) institutions had higher participation. 
Overall results showed that hospitality program directors did not identify what influences 
inclusion/exclusion. The perceived difference between institutions in the importance to 
include academic service-learning in the hospitality management curriculum was not 
clearly identified. The importance of inclusion in hospitality curriculum was 
inconclusive. 
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CHAPTER 1 - AN OVERVIEW 
..... the interaction ofknow ledge and skills with experience is key to learning 
and students learn best by opening doors and windows ofexperience.n 
-Barbara Jacoby (1996, p. xi) 
Introduction 
Today's changing patterns of society and community is like a kaleidoscope; 
fascinating, dynamic and multi-faceted. Citizens ofcommunities vary greatly. thus the 
strengths and needs ofeach community are unique, while being specific and focused in 
meeting identified goals and objectives. Centuries ago Plato said, "Each citizen should 
play his part in community according to his individual gift." Later writer, Ralph Waldo 
Emerson was quoted to have said, "The only true gift is a portion of yourself." Similarly 
Eleanor Roosevelt noted, "Ifasked what is the best thing one can expect in life, I would 
say the privilege of being useful" (Hankin, 1998, p.I7). 
Being involved in the community is an expectation often taught early in life by 
parents and civic leaders as indicated by the quotes above. However. social responsibility 
appears not to be taught with the same rigor and/or importance as it once was. Therefore, 
the need for service-learning and academic service-learning inclusion in academia, terms 
often used interchangeably in literature, has been emphasized more recently according to 
y ouniss (1998). 
Justification for Study 
Community involvement takes on many faces today and is known under many 
different names. Traditionalists would call it involvement with any civic group in the 
community and others call it simply volunteerism, public service, or citizens' 
participation. Community service is not new; it has been an integral part ofsociety for 
decades such as the Red Cross or the Salvation Army on a global basis. The mission of 
"good citizensbip" and "humanitarian efforts" through generous assistance in time of 
natural disasters or individual need is well documented. 
In the 1930s, Franklin D. Roosevelt (FOR) formulated the "New Deal" with the 
Civilian Conservation Corps as the national example ofcommunity assistance. It was 
President J. F. Kennedy in the early sixties who built on FOR's model of the '~ew Deal" 
by creating the Peace Corps. It has a unique way ofbuilding national pride, and at the 
same time, inspiring people toward socially conscious activities of their own choice 
(Kendall, 1990). 
At the national level, the Volunteers In Service To America (VISTA) program is 
an equally successful program that involves people ofall ages and skills to assist 
challenged citizens. In the mid-sixties, the Peace Corps provided the model for VISTA 
and other later efforts such as the private organization Habitat for Humanity in 1989 and 
the Corporation ofNational Service (CNS) in 1994. All these activities and organizations 
still exist today, although sometimes less publicized. 
Locally. there are many civic groups and individuals that encompass the realm of 
social responsibiliiY for u..e community as a whole. Using the hospitality industly as an 
example, one can identify the food rescue program Share Our Strength (SOS) that 
actively lobbies restaurants to donate their leftover food. In excess of600 million pounds 
of foods annually donated by foodservice organizations are re-distributed to agencies that 
feed the hungry (Anonymous. 1993). Another notable food rescue organization is 
Food Gatherers that re-distributes perishable and canned foods within a large University 
town in a midwestern state. They deliver food to over 79 civic organizations that feed 
the needy of the community on a daily basis. 
With this variety of service activities in our communities, it is not surprising to 
fmd that academia is now also becoming a bencbmark for community involvement and 
its students. Teaching social involvement has taken root under the name of"service­
learning.U Many believe that social awareness is best taught via the education ofstudents 
through service-leaming activities. In doing so, academia including hospitality, prepares 
individuals for responsible and continuing citizenship and provides for the recognition of 
care as a universal obligation, an essential component of a valued education (Delve, 
1990). 
Based on the justification that serving one's community is '~e right thing to do," 
this study examined the prevalence of service-learning in current hospitality management 
programs in the United States. It surveyed the beliefs ofhospitality program directors 
about service-learning and its implementation. 
Theoretical Framework 
Service-learning is of practical help to the "multiple partners involved - students, 
faculty, community residents, community-based agencies, government officials" stated 
Mintz and Hesser (1997, p. 45). Each one brings different assets, needs, perspectives and 
values that are needed for the societal benefit ofthe community. This type ofsynergy 
along with meta-principles (visio~ guidance. collaboratio~ reciprocity. and diversity) 
serve as blueprints in today's practice of service-learning, as so aptly stated by Wheatley 
(1994, p.76). 
To ident.itY the operational environment ofservice-learning for this study, 
the "Open Systems Theory" (Sanchez & Heeoe, 1997, p. 22) was used as a theoretical 
framework. Open systems theory consists ofthree distinct components; Input, 
Throughput and Output. Input identifies the conditions, lbroughput implements 
strategies, and Output assesses the result. According to Sanchez & Heene (1997), 
the open systems model involves changes that are motivated by perceptions of 
unacceptable strategic gaps between the perceived and the desired elements ofan 
organization. The independent variable titled "'Conditions" includes people, materials 
and information and are all considered Input resources. By implementing a plan ofaction 
or strategies, these Inputs are transfonned during the lbroughput stage and converted 
into forms ofOutputs that result in services provided and processes r.ompleted (Mullins, 
1993). The Output elements (dependent variables) are intended to achieve certain 
goals or results that may be services provided and experienced. The open systems theory 
is a goal seeking system and can be graphically illustrated as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Theoretical Framework: Open Systems Theory 
(Adapted from Sanchez &:. Henne. L997. p. 39) 
Conditions are Peopleand refers to any human involvement in a process or 
activity. Malenals are defined as products, facilities and/or money, while Information 
includes knowledge and/or sources of ...or availability of information. Strategies are 
considered the transformation of the l!m.Yt while Results will be obtained via some kind 
ofOutput. 
Research Problem 
Literature reviews are full of reported successful service-learning activities in a 
variety ofcolleges and universities. However only a few hospitality management 
programs seem to be involved in such activities. Why are some institutions very active 
within the community, while others are not? 
Research Questions 
.:. What influences the inclusion or exclusion ofacademic service-learning in two- and 
four-year hospitality management programs? 
.:. Is there a perceived difference between two- and four-year institutions in the 
importance ofacademic service-learning in hospitality management programs? 
.:. Why is it important to include academic service-learning in the hospitality 
curriculum? 
The Variables for The Study 
Independent V ariabl~s 
The independent variables involve physical and intangible assets in an inter­
connection with the multi-partners and organizations that includes institutions, faculty!t 
students and the community. 
Institutions: Administrators in colleges and universities are independent variables in the 
decision to include or exclude service-learning in academic curriculum programs. Their 
sheer size, community ties and enrollment all playa role in the feasibility for inclusion of 
service-learning in academic programs. For example, large programs may view service­
learning as a vital link with their community by requiring this activity in their academic 
curriculum. On the other hand, a smaller program may not have the needed resources for 
its inclusion. Other factors such as those who participate, community needs, monetary 
and people resources, and time-constraints are all uncontrollable variables influencing the 
inclusion or exclusion of service-learning. For example, people who participate may do 
so due to their previous exposure to or experience with service-learning, as well as 
personal commitment. A community and its needs may have had similar beneficial 
experiences with service-learning through the institution' s participants. Monetary and 
people resources may be limited in ways that severely constraints the institution's ability 
effectively provide service-learning to the community at-large. 
Faculty: The inclusion ofservice-learning by faculty may depend on many un­
controllable elements such as no previous service-learning training, previous service­
learning teaching and personal service-learning experience. The cultural and religious 
values ofstudents and faculty may encourage or discourage service-learning.. as well as 
the presence or absence ofa personal willingness to mentor and supervise participating 
students. Some faculty may not want to negotiate with community agencies to find 
community placements for students; this takes additional time and effort. 
Students: The decision by students to participate may dependent on many factors, such as 
personal aspiration to acquire new skills and willingness to try new experiences maybe 
the primary decision. Accepting responsibility and actively participating in all phases of 
academic service-learning may be another decision to accept this activity. However, there 
may also be external factors that may make student participation a requirement, such as 
transportation, weather and group endeavor. 
Community: The numbers ofprivate, civic and public groups and/or agencies that need 
the assistance in a community becomes a critical variable. The capability ofan 
organization's volunteer coordinator often facilitates or deters service-learning activities. 
The cultural and religious make-up of both the community and the participants may also 
playa major role for a successful collaboration. 
Dependent Variables 
Service-learning A£tivities: Once the decision to include service-learning is made, the 
extent ofthe commitment by all partners (students, faculty, community, and agencies) 
becomes an issue. This may be evident by examining the success at the University of 
Denver, where learning opportunities for all participants are enhanced (O'Halloran, 
1999, p. 18). When the decision is made to exclude service-learning, the institution and 
its members need to be aware ofcommunity perception and/or reaction. Depending upon 
the existing relationship, "the opportunity to improve the communities that surround its 
campus could be severely hampered" (Barnett, 1996, p. 32). When an institution has no 
service-learning activities in their curriculum, the reasons can be multifold. A simple 
explanation could be that the institution never thought ofmaking a concerted effort to 
investigate and learn what resources it would take to incorporate service-learning. A 
major effect on the existence ofservice-Ieaming in a college or a university may depend 
on available resources, financial budget support, faculty time and availability, and 
physical space to house a program.. 
What is Service-Leaming? 
Civic or citizenship education have theoretically been part of academic curricula 
for a century. In the 1970s, the concept ofservice-learning has been given prominence in 
academia with programs that provide experiential educational experiences. The important 
goals ofacademic service-leaning are defined by Kraft and Swadener (1994, p. v) as 
providing an educational experience ''under which the students learn, develop, think, talk, 
write and reflect on newly acquired skills and knowledge in real-life situations in their 
own communities" (p. v). It helps students think through community activities 
experienced in order to gain new insight and expand values. 
Another goal is to understand that service-learning develops social responsibility 
where students actually engage in reciprocalleaming. This is accomplished by actively 
participating as the server~ student and faculty and thereby becoming educated. By 
understanding the needs~ concems~ history and culture ofthe community, a deeper sense 
ofsocial responsibility is developed and the served, the community becomes empowered 
by this knowledge (Delve, 1990) and may better serve their challenged citizens. 
[t should be understood that there is a major distinction between academic service­
learning and community service. While performing community service~ the student~s 
primary focus is on the community within the context ofservice. However another goal 
for the student is to develop professionally within hislber academic program. When these 
two contexts come together~ then "The student and the community share primary 
considerations and the context is in the course and in the community" (Stacey, Rice and 
Langer, 1997" p. 5). 
To understand the term "service..learning", look at the structure ofthe words as so 
eloquently stated by Sigmon (1994). 
His proposition included four variations on a definition: 
Service LEARNING: implies that learning goals are primary and that service outcomes are 
secondary 
SERVICE learning: in which the service agenda is central and learning is secondary 
Serviee learniag: (absence ofthe hyphen) indicates that the two are viewed as completely 
separate from each other 
Serviee-LearniDg: service and learning goals are ofequal weight and are closely linked 
-(Adapted from SigmOn, 1994, p. 56). 
It is this latter definition that is used and advocated in this research study. Most 
educators involved in service-learning believe that the service component and the 
learning component are tightly linked together. producing a dynamic synergy that 
is not possible with either component alone. 
Therefore for this study. academic service-Ieaming is defined as a mutual 
agreement between the community, the participant and the institution for the purpose of 
reciprocal learning. In addition. personal benefits from exposure to service provide a 
greater connectivity with community and faculty. The goals and rewards of service-
learning result in increased leaming and thinking skills for all partners involved. 
One of the most important components ofservice-Ieaming is "reflection". a 
component explicitly designed to foster leaming and development. It involves group 
discussion, written journals or other techniques. This unique step of reflection 
often allows students to come "fuJI circle," to understand the impact they had on their 
community or the impact they could have by getting involved regularly in community 
service. Although reflection is an individual activity, knowledge is founded on a variety 
ofexperiences and actions. Therefore as new knowledge is acquired by the exposure to 
service-learning and old knowledge is expande~ which in tum reinforces knowledge or 
experience as a whole for students. 
Summaa 
This chapter provided an overview ofacademic service-learning and made a 
distinct clarification from the various known definitions, such as volunteerism. 
community and public service (see Appendix A). It discussed the emergence of academic 
service-learning as a viable component in a curriculum. It presented a theoretical 
framework, stated the research problem and questions ofthe study and discussed the 
variables extensively. Chapter Two will review the current and past literature on the 
topic ofacademic service-learning. 
CHAPlER II - REVIEW OF LlTERAlURE 
"'...there is something uniquely powerful about the combination ofservice 
and leaming •••there is something fundamentally more dynamic in the 
integration ofthe two than either alone." 
-lane Kendall (1990, p. 19) 
OefUUtioos:Fuo¢unenqUsofSerrice-LeanUnl 
There are a variety ofdefinitions found in literature for academic serrice-Ieaming 
that serves as models ofserrice-leaming. 
Introduced in the 1970s, Delve (1990) defined serrice-learning as: "17le 
process ofinlegrating academic instruction wilh publicservice. b is a collaborative 
f!jf'orl whereby students apply Iheir classroom leaming to inform andunderstandan 
individualor community about their needs, concerns, history andculhlre. Reciprocal 
leamingresults when Ihe server (the student) is educatedanddevelops a deeper sense q/ 
civic responsibility andthe served(the community) is empowered" (p. 21). 
Kendall (1990) preferred to emphasize serrice and learning as reciprocal and 
dynamic when she explained the definition in this manner: ......Service-Ieaming is a 
philosophy q/education which emphasizes active, engaged leaming with thegoalif 
socialresponsibility .. .il is reciprocalleaming; dynamic andinleractive, which sUggl!Sts 
mutuality in leamingbelWeenllte student andIhe community wilh whom he orshe is 
actively engaged" (p. 19). 
Benson (1993) emphasized relationships in his definition ofservice-learning. He 
pointed out: "'Service-learning builds new relationships between students and instructors, 
between the community and the college or university, between the people beingserved 
• 

andthe students, benefiting 01/ involved. Properly preparedstudents augment service 
deliveryfor overburdened community agencies, aI/owing closer contact with clientele 
andprovidingexira stoffsupport. The col/ege, in addition, gains on improvedpublic 
relations image' (p. 33). 
Kraft & Swadener (1994) found that active participation enhanced newly acquired 
skills. Their definition of service-Leaming specified: "Students learn anddevelop through 
activeparticipation in thoughtfUlly organizedservice experiences that meet actual 
community needs. Integration ofactivities into shldents ' academic curnculum provides 
structuredtime to think, talk, or write about their servke activities. fIprovides students 
with the opportunities to lISe newlyacquiredslalls andbrowledge in real-lfie situations 
in their own communities andenhances the schools teaching beyondthe classroom and 
into the community. h thus helps foster the development ofa sense ofcaringforothen" 
(p. v). 
Bringle & Hatcher's (1996) definition ofservice-Ieaming emphasized the added 
breadth of learning that occurs. They stated: "A credit-beanng educational experience in 
whkh studentsparticipate in on organizedservice activity thatmeets identified 
community needs. Reflection ofservke activity in such a way as to gainforther 
understanding ofthe course conten/, brooder appreciation ofthe discipline andan 
enhancedsense ofcivk responsibility" (p. 222). 
Jacoby (1996) stressed the structured components ofservice-learning and 




in which sludenls engage in octivilies Ihol address human andcommunit;y needs- logelher 
wilh sln/clllred opportunities inlenlionolly designed 10promole studenlleorning and 
development. Rl!jleclion andreciprocit;yareKey concepts ofservice-Ieorning "(p. xi). 
Carlson (1998) talked about the results ofservice-learning: "'Service-Ieorning 
ollempts 10 ochievefour results: 10 develop on awareness ofelhicol issues andproblems; 
10 buildonolylicol skills in elhicol decision moUns:; 10 cultivole on altitude oJmoral 
obligolion andpersonal responsibilit;y in pursuing a career, and10 stimulole a moral 
obligolion "(p. 1180). 
Rice (1998) stressed the teaching/leaming method for an effective concurrent 
experience and defmed service-learning as: "Academic service-learning involves sludents 
in requiredcommunit;y service. Underslonding course concepts andrelaledleaching 
melhodologies enhance synthesis ofobstracl concepts"(p. 148). 
However, the most commonJy used definition ofservice-learning was reported by 
the Commission on National Community Service (1993) and it speaks ofa service-
learning program that provides educational experiences: 
o. 	 Under which students learn anddevelop Ihrough oClive parlicipolion in 
Ihough!fU11y organized service experiences Ihol meelactual community needs­
and/hal are coordinoled in collaboration wilh schoolandcommuni~· 
b. 	 ThaI are inlegraled inlo Ihe sludents •academic curriculum orprovide 
slroctured lime for a sludenllo IhinK, lallt; or wrile oboul whollhe sludenldid 
andsow during Ihe ocluolservice oCllvilies; 
c. 	 ThaI provides a sludenl wilh opportunilies 10 use newly-acquiredsid/is and 
mowledge in real-lifo siluohons in Iheir own communilies; and 
d. 	 That enhancer what fr taught in schoolby extendingslUdentleorningbeyond 
the classroom andinto tire community andhelps tofoster the development ofa 
sense ofcanngfor others (p. //8). 
Models ofService-LeaminK: High Schools. Community ColleKes and Universities 
At the high school level, Maryland and Indiana are front runners in requiring a 
commitment and involvement in community service in order for students to graduate 
from high schooL Youniss & Yates (1997, p. 193) stated, "Several studies show that high 
school students are more likely to participate in volunteer charitable, civic, religious and 
business associations later in life" when being directly involved in social responsibility 
activities in high school. In order to gain a greater sense of"citizenship" through 
immersion in the community, young people need direction, vision and guidance to 
understand the complexities ofsociety. 
Some think that community colleges have a special obligation to institute 
community service due to their ties with the immediate community. Benson (1996) stated 
""More than any other educational institution, the community college's very mission 
is enmeshed with a commitment to improve the communities that surround its campus" 
(p. 33). The Deacon College Project, a collection of26 community colleges, determined 
that "Community development should be at the forefront ofall community college 
agendas and a guiding principle in all dimensions ofthe college including administration 
and faculty, professional development, curriculum design, and instructional innovation" 
(Barnett, 1996, p. 32). 
Community colleges are the more likely organizations perceived to be long-term 
participants to assist the community in which they feel an integral part. They have close 
ties with its citizens, not onJy as educators, but also as the body ofthe community at 
large. Henry (1998) from Brevard Community CoUege (RI) found that community 
colleges differ from their four-year counterparts because ''the emphasis is on teaching a 
more malleable curriculum for a diverse student body and the community they live in" 
(p.280). 
Santa Fe Community College in New Mexico bas a dual focus in their objective in 
that their students have a choice. "Some choose direct community service related to their 
degree programs, while others work in organizations to recruit and organize other 
volunteers" (Albe~ 1994, p. 21). Regardless, students earn up to six credits for their nine 
hundred hours of required community service. 
Many universities such as Rutgers and Cornell now require some amount of 
credits and/or community service hours in order to meet graduation requirements 
(Adams, 1997). Although no requirements for graduation are required at the universities 
ofMinnesota, Colorado and Maryland, they nonetheless are the forerunners in successful 
inclusion ofservice-learning in four-year curriculums. Mintz and Hesser (1997) stated 
that Minnesota Campus Compact has received funding from that state's legislature to 
address long-term community problems and ufor students' academic and civic 
development" (p. 45). 
In 1993 Colorado State University began a service-learning program called 
Service Integration Project. According to the guideline out-Lined in Essenhol 
Characteristicsfor Course Inclusion in tlte ServiCe Integration Prqjeet (1994), 
participants need to be involved for at least five hours ofservice in the community for 
each hour of credit they receive for the course. The credit is not for time spent 
performing, but for the "knowledge in connecting their service experience with course 
content", as well as "reflection and evaluation of the service experiencen(Mintz & 
Hesser, 1997, p. 48). 
The University of Maryland incorporates a community service program designed 
specifically for commuter students; it is called "You Can Make A Difference" 
(YCMAD). Developing leadership skills. and ongoing training in reflection and 
measuring the outcomes for the community are the main objectives of the program 
(Mintz and Hesser, 1997. p. 52). The authors stressed that other goals they hoped to attain 
included "true reciprocity and collaboration. while maintaining its strong commitment to 
diversity" among the students and the community. 
Montana and Pennsylvania have new Campus Corps programs. The mission in 
Montana is to enroll members representing community and tribal colleges and 
universities from throughout the state. Albert (1994) reported that students are recruited 
as volunteers to work on projects appropriate to their community needs and to promote 
service-learning on campus. A statewide program in Pennsylvania called Penn ServiCe 
..., 

Scholor.rinvolves 145 participants who are part-time AmeriCorps (see Appendix A) 
members and full-time students at thirty-one colleges and universities in the state. In 
addition to the institution-based programs, the participants need to take part in monthly 
regional meetings to "report on their training, reflection and the service being performed" 
(Albert, 1994, p. 194). 
Indiana University's campus supports local projects, as well as international ones. 
Some ofthese projects receive help from locally based corporations, religious and civic 
groups to assist students with halfof the traveling expenses. Again the major focus is for 
"student learning and development. reflection activities and reciprocal relationship for the 
benefit ofall involved" (Albert, 1994, p. 198). Making a commitment for engaged 
citizenship must take in the overall institution's relationship with the larger community. 
Working together to provide tangible resources -like faculty time, develops into a model 
ofcitizenship that benefits all participants (Battistoni. 1998). 
Institutions such as Rutgers, Baylor, and Providence College have their programs 
linked with service and citizenship. Private institutions like Stanford, Brown and Bentley 
and public institutions like Portland State, University ofWashington, and Brevard 
Community College emphasize service-learning in academic study (Jacoby, 1996). 
The author also noted that the universities ofMinnesota., Richmond and Pennsylvania, 
Miami-Dade Community College and Gettysburg College see their role as a partnership 
with the community and the public. Many institutions, among them Portland State, 
Franklin and Marshall, A1vemo College, Waynesboro College and Chandler-Gilbert 
to 
Community College, have incorporated service-learning into the undergraduate 
curriculum. 
Eastern Michigan University (EMU) is a national force in faculty development of 
service-learning activities. The Office ofAcademic Service-Learning is continuously 
involved in parmering with development ofan uinterdisciplinary faculty group interested 
in academic service-leaming" (Stacey, Rice &. Langer, 1998, p. 5). The emphasis is to 
build a network offaculty interested in academic service-learning with elaborate 
seminars, community agency contact and orientations, to gain teaching knowledge. In 
addition, the Honors undergraduate program at EMU, requires a minimum of50 hours of 
volunteer service activities for graduation (Rice, 1999). 
Evolvement ofService-Leamina: The Historical Permective 
Conununity service is not new. It bas been an integral part of society for decades 
and in some cases,. centuries. Known or recognized under names such as ''volunteerismt 
"internship." "practicum," "public service," uin-kind giving" and even "missionary 
work," these names all conjure up helping the less fortunate ofsociety. The basics to 
survive, subsist, and develop within society for challenged people may benefit from the 
service-Ieaming approach (Kahn. 1997). The author reported that "soup kitchens 
is a service approach to the problem ofhunger. It ensures people are fed,. but does not 
eliminate why people are hungry in the first place" ( p. 245). 
Zlotkowski (1998) on the other hand, believed "linking classroom learning to the 
world of praxis (the educational enterprise as a whole) allows for the induction of 
.... 

personal discovery that challenges truth and the generalization ofthe educational 
enterprise as a whole" (p. 3). 
Under the evolution ofvocabulary, volunteerism in the traditional sense has been 
known under many names. Sholander (1998) asked: "Inwhat sense does the volunteer 
encounter the community member as an equal when entering a mutual relationship?" 
(p. 1-2). The author then stated that this distinction is necessary due to the label or 
deiInition we apply to the participants. A volunteer can walk away with a sense ofbeing 
satisfied, generous, needed, valuable and well being. However this type ofreliefwork 
addresses only the symptoms of social ills. When a student provides community service, 
he/she is being challenged to evaluate the structure ofsociety, but it is under the 
"protected" academic side ofthe university and community. 
Other terms to consider are "pro bono" work, philanthropic activity, citizen's 
participation, mutual aid, activism, neighborliness and now service-learning. There is a 
common denominator in that the recipient does not pay cash for the service. However, 
according to Ellis (1995) "the vocabulary issue is purely semantic and/or can reflect a 
fundamental difference when the words are communicated effectively" (p. 53). As in 
practicum or internships.. Bringle & Hatcher (1996) believed that experiential activities in 
a service-learning course are not necessarily skill-based .. especially within the context of 
professional education. Therefore, these activities allow for "'some sort ofconnectivity to 
the wider community" and Unot merely another educational experiment added to the 
margins in the name ofbigher education" (Rice, 1998, p.151). 
On the other han~ "community service" is more appropriately referred to as 
school-base~ curriculum-oriented service projects. A growing number ofcolleges, high 
schools and even lower grades, mandate a certain amount of '~community service" as a 
graduation requirement. Thus, student community services hold an enormous potential 
under the titles of experientialleaming, internship, co-op, and reflection opportunities. 
A new variation ofcommunity service in today's society has a non-traditional 
application. According to Ellis (1995), the terms are called "court-ordered service" 
or "alternate sentencing." The courts call it "community service" when they require 
someone to "give unpaid service, instead ofa fine or a sentence or in tandem with parole 
and probation." Using the name "community service" for punitive purposes can have a 
potential detrimental effect or impact on traditional volunteerism. However the author 
argued that '·many people forced into community service continue to volunteer after 
their completion of the required hours" (p. 54). 
The International Perspective 
One of the earliest concepts ofsocial involvement that benefited the communities 
of all nations is the Red Cross, known as the International Committee of the Red Cross 
ClCRC). Well known for humanitarian assistance during peace and war times and/or 
natural and man-made catastrophes, the Red Cross and its members have provided global 
relief for decades. Founded by Henry Durant in Switzerland in 1859, still to this day has 
as part of its mission to actively abide by the international humanitarian law. Red Cross 
Organizers approached Clara Barton, heroine of relief efforts during the American Civil 
War in 1869 while visiting Geneva. At their urging, she used her influence to win United 
States Government approval in 1882 and the American Red Cross was established 
(Berry, 1997). 
A national service approach that has a global basis is the Peace Corps, the 
ultimate in community assistance and involvement in helping under-privileged groups or 
communities. This program. is a unique way to build national pride and at the same 
time, inspire people in socially conscious activities of their choice. It was the brainchild 
ofPresident John F. Kennedy in the early sL'lCties. His call "Ask not what your country 
can do for you - ask what you can do for your country?" evoked the commitment ofover 
130,000 people from 1962 to 1991 who served in the Peace Corps (Schwarz, 1991). The 
mission of the Peace Corps continues to provide humanitarian help using volunteers 
under the auspices ofthe United States Government, remaining apolitical ... a feat not 
often feasible in the turmoil of the world's politics. 
The National Perspective 
Besides the Peace Corps, another national service program, Volunteers in Service 
to America (VISTA) was equally successful and valued commitment that involved 
people ofall ages and skills to assist the state's less-fortunate fellow citizens. Founded in 
1965, VISTA engaged young people, many them ofcollege students, as well as retirees 
to assist state designated agencies, thereby keeping the civic-minded participants within 
their own state. 
Tunnoil in the late sixties initiated the civil rights movement that challenged all 
institutions ofhigher educatio~ students everywhere, and the United States Government 
to participate in social justice. Jacoby (1997) talked about the emergence of the 
"experimental movement" such as internships, cooperative learning, experiential 
learning, field-study and service-learning on many campuses in the early seventies (p. 
(76). In 1969 the Office ofEconomic Opportunity established the National Student 
Y olunteer Program that became the National Center for Service-Learning. Two years 
later, this program, along with VISTA and the Peace Corps were combined to fonn the 
federal agency called ACTION. 
In 1994, Congress merged a number of federal programs under the umbreUa name 
··Corporation ofNational and Community Service" (Ellis, 1995, p. 55). The volunteer 
workers ofthe ACTION service are known as uAmeriCorps" participants, and they 
number several thousand citizens in each state. Citizenship development is one of the 
program's objectives that includes service-learning training and related activities. By 
using personal reflection from the planning stage to the evaluation ofpre- and post­
events, participants are encouraged to learn about related issues for an overall, well­
rounded learning experience (Albert, 1994, p. 196). 
In the early 1990s, then President Bush created the Points ofLight Foundation 
that promoted volunteerism, an effective vehicle for community service activities that 
encouraged a bipartisan coalition. In 1997 General Colin Powell held a national summit 
in Philadelphia, PA to encourage a shift from national services to local volunteer 
activities (Miller, 1997, p. 14). This resulted in a call for renewed effort on the part ofall 
Americans "to make a difference and help rebuild the tattered cords that bind us together 
via community service (Joseph, 1995, p. 33). 
Cultural and Relilious Ap,proacbes to Service 
Under the auspices ofreligion, missionaries travel the world to spread God's 
• 
word, while at the same time helping with the physical well being ofpeople. Joseph 
(1995) reported the reduction of volunteering among civic organizations and in particular 
among ministries ofall faiths. He cited that the '~compensated volunteer" is aware that 
the service infrastructure is likely to be more vital and lasting "if it has a moral purpose 
and supports core values" (p. 33). An example is, a different 'community mission' in 
New Mexico that involves not only the actual restoration ofAdobe churches, but includes 
assisting Native Americans with better ways to cultivate their land and improve their rug 
weaving industry (Zehr~ 1994, p. 21). The assistance by the volunteers focused on their 
personal involvement instead ofdollars as their biggest contribution. In addition, 
establishing relationships with various rural communities was another personal 
commitmenL • 
In 1989 another effo~ Habitat for Humanity~ came into being based expressly as 
a Christian ministry inclusive of persons ofall faiths; it has gained worldwide 
recognition. Prayers and time to explore faith in tenns of service are a part ofHabitat's 
mission, in addition to the well-known physical labor ofbuilding houses (Taylor, 1997, 
• 

p. 181). Other ministry initiatives have a long history such as the Young Men's Christian 
Association (YMCA), whose original roots go back to St. Paul's churchyard in London, 
England in 1844. Originally of protestant denominations '~lanted across the Atlantic 
to the United States in 1851, Boston became the location for the first American YMCA" 
(Xing, 1996, p. 101). Their mission was to improve the spiritual, mental, social and 
physical condition ofyoung men to make it "a truly evangelical body". Today, the 
YMCA is better known for Christian responsibility to include community service both by 
and for young men. According to Xing (1996), "In the realm. of social issues covering 
relations between races, nations and economic groups, the YMCA makes the clear 
distinction between social service and social issues" (p. 109). 
At church-related colleges and universities such as Notre Dame. Azusa Pacific" 
Messiah College and Loyola College in Maryland, service-learning is firmly grounded in 
the institution's spiritual mission (Jacoby, 1996). The author also noted that many 
historically black institutions, such as Clark Atlanta University, Chicago State University, 
Southern University and A&M College ground their service-learning in community 
partnerships and public problem solving. 
One of the most fertile pools for minority involvement is the National Association 
for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAEOHE), composed of 116 historically 
black colleges and universities with a total enrollment of375,000 (Adams, 1998, p. 75). 
It is the counselors from the member institutions that require students to participate in 
service-learning and/or volunteerism in order to ensure a well-rounded education for 
students ofall cultures. 
Multicultural awareness and understanding is a challenge in itself for society as a 
whole, but specifically for the educational system. Dunlap (1998) found that community­
based service-Ieaming in a multicultural setting can increase understanding of the issues 
an institution and its members encounter. Thus service-learning involving culture and 
community can lead to personal growth as well as improvement in the overall context of 
all disciplines. 
Why Is Academic Service-Leamina Important? 
Community service can and should play an integral part in higher education 
because both educators and students can learn from student involvement. Even Rhoads 
(1997) asked: "What is the difference between community service and service-learning?" 
(p. 165). He made the distinction of the two by this statement: •• ...service-Ieaming 
cOlllbines community service with a learning component and in the collegiate context 
typically is supervised by a faculty member or student affairs professional and often 
carries with it academic credit or part ofa course requirement" (p. 175). The importance 
therefore is multifold for all involved: students and faculty fulfill their academic 
requirement and the institution has achieved ~'their good neighbor" relationship with the 
citizens of the community. 
Rhoads (1997) strongly emphasized that required community activities as 
graduation requirement, may not achieve the kind ofsuccess that faculty, institutions and 
students envisioned. Service-learning contributions need to recognize the needs of 
individuals and organizations equally in order to have a lasting impact. The critical part is 
not so much meeting the community needs (although important), but instilling in the 
student a sense ofcivic involvement and service-learning opportunities. He suggested 
that "The faculty member acts as a mentor and a role model in demonstrating the 
importance of community involvement" (p. 93). 
Service and Citizenship 
Barber (1992) made a very strong point with the following statement: "Public 
education is education for citizenship ... the point where democracy and education 
intersect is the point we call community" (p. 196). He argued that schooling and 
communities are invariably linked and are the keys to values and beliefs throughout life. 
[n terms of higher learning, community service should be seen as a vehicle to foster an 
ethic of care and a commitment to citizenship. Service is a word often misconstrued and 
has at least two common interpretations: the doers and the done-to. The relationship 
between the "Doer" (provider ofa service) and "Done-To (receiver ofa service) is that of 
mutuality (Radest, 1993, p. 1 0 1). The concept ofmutuality involves the recognition ofall 
parties and within this comes the benefit from the service encounter in all pbases and by 
all. 
Service-Leamin& and Academic Study 
Early engagement in social organizations and organized activities through 
academia may be associated with long-tenn engagement throughout the course of 
academic life according to Youniss & Yates (1997, p. 202). The use of the word "service­

learning" appears to be inter-changeable with community service, vocational learning, 

experiential education and/or school-to-work programs. Hedin and Conrad (1991) noted, 

"the power ofservice ... is that it places young people in a context in which the learning 

is real, alive and has clear consequences for others and themselves" (p. 74). By making 

learning 'real' and 'alive' service-learning can transform students academically. Studies 

revealed students were found to have increased knowledge about civic responsibilities, 

local government or other experiential education opportunities (Conrad & Hedin, 

1989, p. 17). 

Intellectual challenges are important for students to acquire academic knowledge 
as is service and other related learning to improve cognitive ability and skills for full 
participation in society. A study by Beene, Turner & Lipka (1991) found that "30 to 35 
years after their participation in a high school community service prograDly the 
participants were more likely to have an increased level ofcommunity involvement as 
adults."(p. 141). Studies have also shown that service-learning and other experiential 
education opportunities can alter the traditional classroom experience. Students that 
appear to be academically challenged and/or others that appear to be academically gifted 
all learn from meaningful service-leaming activities via academia (Yates & Yates, 
1996, p. 272). 
Partnerships with Community and Public 
Service-learning can provide opportunities for growth in moral, social and civic 
awareness. However.performing meaningful service probably will not be directly 
" 
connected to the students' future work aspirations, noted Youniss & Yates (1997, p. 206). 
This dilemma along with other complications, affect the community agencies, the 
Academic institution and the public image as well. How does one make a 4perfect' match 
that is effective for all partners involved? 
[n the quest to satisfy academic requirements and representation ofthe academic 
institution and its participants, the true need of the community is often compromised. The 
burden lies with the faculty and/or department that coordinate all the parties concerned. 
"Each cultural and ethnic community has a pool ofpeople who have knowledge of 
traditions and roots of that particular communityiivstated Kielsmeier (1992, p. 55). [s it 
the role ofa faculty to know the community well in order to place service-learning 
participants effectively? Knowledge/acquaintance of the community's civic and spiritual 
leaders is important and cultivates relationships that may prove valuable for the academic 
service-learning program to be successful. 
Skepticism and Opposition: [mpediments to Service-LearniJl& 
Service-learning may work as a problem-solving experience for all the 
participants - the community, the educators, the students and the institution. It creates a 
bridge to knowledge as civic responsibility and self-interest intersect, but at the same 
time realities need to be considered. Zlotkowski (1998) remarked that colleges and 
universities have been portrayed as a success story in the latter halfof the 20th century 
due to the concept ofacademic service-learning. "However in recent years, some biting 
charges have been leveled that institutions have been disconnected from the larger 
purpose ofsociety" (p. 54). This perception lies in the fact that colleges and universities 
exist primarily for private gain and not for the public good. The author argued that the 
contrary is higher education's real fundamental aim and service-learning programs and 
activities support the connectedness to community and society. 
Another accusation stated is that higher education has become'disengaged from 
the wider community (Resnick, 1998). She implored the reader not to tum contemporary 
education into "a vehicle ofconsumer goods for increased economic productivity for the 
sake oftheoretical paradigms" (p. 82) and emphasized using service-learning to foster an 
effective agenda towards a more organic approach to teaching and learning for faculty 
and students. 
Obstacles to service-learning prompted Zlotkowski (1998) to pose a critical 
question: Why, if service learning is so effective in facilitating learning on so many 
fronts, has there not been more ofan adaptation of it into curriculums? The primary 
reason cited by the author was "the ability ofcolleges and universities to resist change 
being proverbial." (p. 48). Terms such as academic alienation, reform agendas, 
adjustments, technical innovations, moral and social concerns, promotion and tenure 
criteria, time and resource constraints ... all are the obstacles or reasons cited for failing 
to "leverage service-learning" in today's curriculums. 
One ofthe explicit messages for successful inclusion of service-learning programs 
is the need to umirror the values ofneighborly civic responsibility" (Battistomy 1998, 
p. 173). Battistoni lamented the growing lack ofconnection between the academy and the 
public or society, between gown and town., the relationship between institution and 
community. This disjuncture affects faculty and students alike due to lack ofcommunity 
involvement. He found that the implicit message ofthe service-learning program - civic 
engagement - translated into better citizens and/or educated participants. 
Dunlap (1998) voiced another skeptical viewpoint regarding unrealistic 
expectations. She cited issues that impacted the service-learner in a multicultural setting 
(p. 61). The possibilities of incompatibilities with clients and the community partners, 
powerlessnessy disillusionment and students own expectations, all may create problems 
during a service-learning experience. Consideration for the important roles that race, 
ethnicity, culture, religion. socioeconomic, and gender play in service-learning activities 
must be considered. Relations between a multicultural community and educational 
institutions can improve ifa partnership is developed during service-learning interactions. 
Present Focus ofVolunteerism and Service-Learning 
In 1985, the Education Commission of the States founded Campus Compact and 
started the Project for Public and Community Service. The organization simply known as 
Campus Compact is comprised ofcollege and university presidents who have pledged to 
encourage and support academically based community service at their institutions. It now 
has over 500 members (Jacoby~ 1996y p. xv). 
Volunteer activities are an integral part of a group ofrecent college graduates that fonned 
the Campus Outreach Opportunity League (COOL). The organization encourages 
students to serve their community. Approximately one thousand colleges and 
universities are now part of this network (Campus Outreach Opportunities League~ 1993~ 
p. 118). These groups usually are involved in campus-wide organized drives to promote 
community efforts. and the group bas served as guides for high-quality community 
service projects throughout the country. Thousands ofstudents also attend annual 
conferences to promote their insights, aspirations, reflections and vision on present and 
past projects. 
The Power ofService-Learnig: The Benefits 
By integrating service-learning into the curriculum, educators provide hands-on 
experiences and give students a diverse viewpoint,. often on the root cause ofsocial 
problems (Enos & Trappe, 1997, p. 2S1). These authors also stated that service-learning 
offers an opportunity to fulfill important educational and service missions through its 
incorporation into the curriculum. Colleges and universities need to prepare individuals 
not only with knowledge, but also the desire to apply their knowledge to make our global 
society a better place. 1berefore~ mission statements ofmany institutions ofhigher 
education reflect this responsibility. Fisher (1997) found that service-learning programs 
offer a unique way to enable institutions to fulfill this mission. In addition~ students have 
the opportunity to engage in the reflection process and can address larger social issues 





Jacoby (1997) found that substantial benefits are to be reaped by the partners: 
faculty, students and the community from their engagement in service-learning. 
"Developing the habit ofcritical reflection; deepening the comprehension ofcourse 
content; integrating theory with practice; increasing the understanding of the social 
issues; strengthening the sense of social responsibility; and sharpening problem solving 
skills" (p. 183) are among the author's cited student benefits. The community's benefits 
include: "Assistance in broadening existing services or beginning new ones; fresh 
approaches in problem solving; access to resources; and participating in the teaching and 
learning process."(p. 184). For the higher education representatives, the benefits are less 
obvious, but no less purposeful. "To increase and sustain the commitment to meet human 
needs; resolve social problems; and focus on student learning and development" 
(p. 186). The distinction ofservice-learning from other community service and/or 

volunteer experiences is the reciprocal nature ofboth service and learning among all 

parties in the relationship: students, the community and academia. 

To Include or to Exclude: That is the Question? 

Service-learning can benefit college and university educators as well as for the 
servers (participants), and the served (community) (Kraft and Swadener, 1994, p. II). 
Tbey suggested that service learning brings a greater meaning and sense of reality into 
the classroom. The authors also argued for a better understanding by administrators, 
parents, students and community members of this rapidly growing component in 
academia, as well as society at-large. 
Some challenges as to why to exclude service-learning may involve logistics. 
Implementing service-Ieaming in classes are not just limited to administration and/or the 
institution, but culture and/or religious backgrounds have an influence as weU. Some 
may believe that others should assist or that it is the role the government. Other may have 
religious limitations and/or their own culture's upbringing does not allow them to help 
others. The community needs also have to be identified in order to know ifagencies' 
needs match student abilities and course objectives. Community needs are diverse and 
not every volunteer/participant is suited to assist agencies. In addition, educators have to 
be willing supporters and co-sponsors ofservice-learning activities and their related 
objectives. Educators' needs are as varied and full support of the institution, feUow 
educators, students and community is needed for successful service-learning 
implementation. 
Summarv ofLiterature Review 
This chapter presented current research regarding academic service-learning, 
institutional models, as weU as opposing viewpoints. [t discussed the historical 
perspective and evolvement ofservice-learning and additionally, provided a variety of 
defmitions ofacademic service-leaming along with evidence of benefits. 
CHAPTER ill - METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
..... service-Iearning is a natural methodology to utilize, enhance and make a 
commitment to the creation of learning opportunities for aiL" 
-Robert &. Cynthia O'Halloran (1999, p. 18) 
Conceptual Framework for the Proposed Study 
The development of the research study was based on the concept of the open 
systems theory. According to Sanchez & Heene (1998), the open systems theory is a 
goal seeking system that is characterized by three main elements - Input, Throughput, 
and Output. 
Input (independent variables) for the study are identified as: 
.:. Faculty values (Ideas that faculty consider important or unimportant) 
.:. Student values (Considerations that students find useful or worthy) 
.:. Institution's missions (Stated objectives of a college or university) 
.:. Community opportunities (Extent that a community needs voluntary activities) 
Throughput (independent variables) components are strategies that might hinder or 
support inclusion of service-Ieaming into curriculum. Many components playa role here 
such as: 
.:. Faculty experience (Extent of their knowledge of academic service-Ieaming) 
.:. Student experience (Extent oftheir involvement in volunteer activities) 
.:. Institution's position (Importance placed on service-Ieaming) 
.:. Community opportunities (Availability to serve the community) 
.:. Available resources (priority given to service-learning by all involved) 
• 

Output (dependent variables) decisions on whether to include it or not: 
.:. No service-learning (Never considered it) 
.:. Exclude service-learning (Decision made Dot to include it) 
.:. Include service-learning (Decision made to include/require it) 
Another output measure of service-learning is to what extent the resulting 
• 
commitment is made by the: 
-c. Institution (Weak to strong backing for resources needed) 
.:. Faculty (Weak to strong support in all phases) 
.:. Students (Weak to strong participation demonstrated) 
.:. Community (Weak to strong support shown) 
The following diagram effectively shows how the variables are inter-related and 
result in the conceptual framework based upon the Open Systems Theory. 
Input Throughput Output 
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Figure 2. Conceptual Framework: Based on Open Systems Theory for Service Learning in 
Two-Year and Four-Year Hospitality Management Programs. 
Research Questions 
.:. What influences the inclusion or exclusion ofacademic service-leaming in two­
and four-year hospitality programs? 
.:. Is there a perceived difference between two- and four-year institutions about the 
importance ofacademic service-learning in hospitality management? 
.:. Why is it important to include academic service-Ieaming in the hospitality 
curriculum? 
Methodology Description 
lbis research project studied service-learning as a component of hospitality 
program curriculums. The program directors' perception ofcommunity service in 
academic programs was analyzed using a written survey faxed to their office. 
Description ofPopulation and Sample 
The accessible population included all program directors ofhospitality programs 
that were members of the Council on Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Education 
(CHRIE) in the United States and listed in the 1997, Sth edition directory (CHRIE, 1997). 
There were 162 participants in the sample (administrators and program directors), that 
included programs awarding Baccalaureate, Diploma, Certificate and Associate degree in 
Culinary Arts, Food Services, Dietetics, Nutrition, Tourism and Hospitality Management. 
The initial survey targeted 78 two-year and 84 four-year institutions ofwhich 30 
institutions had erroneous fax numbers and an additional 29 institutions had either only 
phone numbers or no phone number listed in the directory. The World Wide Web 
was searched to obtain a fax/phone number or e·mail address resulting in finding 
14 additional contacts. Ofthe 29 schools with a phone number only, phone calls 
to the schools provided 15 new fax. numbers. The end result was 132 valid 
institutions to be contacted via fax. 
Sampling Procedures 
After a roll of a four on the throw ofa die, every fourth entry in the CHRIE 
1997 Directory identified the random sample. The survey (Appendix B) was 
distributed in the month ofOctober and surveys were faxed with a cover letter 
(Appendix C) that explained the study. An e-mail address was included for the 
convenience of respondents who wished to respond electronically. 
The identity and responses ofsubjects remained confidential by the use ofa 
number coding system for all programs. Data was kept in a locked file and was only 
accessible to the researcher. The researcher used the information only for the purpose 
of this study and this was clearly explained in the cover letter. 
Survey Administration Procedures 
A cover letter explained the study, and attempted to arouse interest in the 
survey topic. The directors ofthe programs answered the survey pertaining to 
their role as either an educator or administrator representing their program, not as 
individuals. Respondents were asked to return the faxed copy ofthe survey. In 
case ofan unavailable fax number, e-mail was used to solicit the desired fax number. 
Where there was neither fax number and/or e-mail address, the fax number was solicited 
via a phone call to the Department. The directors were not questioned on their personal 
perceptions" but for their program's position on academic service-learning as explained in 
the cover letter (Appendix C). 
Survey Instrument 
The survey (Appendix B) was designed based on information gathered from the 
literature on academic service-leaming and the inconclusiveness ofthis relatively new 
topic in curriculums. The respondents were asked to identitY their program's position and 
beliefs" and evaluate academic service-learning as a tool towards developing more 
socially responsible students for the community. 
The survey provided insight on the existence ofacademic service-leaming in some 
programs, as well as who in the institution made the decision to include such components 
in the curriculum. For those that do not have academic service-leaming but might 
consider it, the survey gained their insights on reasons for that decision. 
Statistical Procedures 
The data was analyzed using several statistical procedures. Program responses 
were categorized based on their institution's degree granting status: Baccalaureate of 
Science Degree, or Associate Degree. Descriptive statistics were used for all nominal 
data collected from the survey in order to compare the opinions oftwo- and four-year 
institution on academic service-learning. Cross-tabs calculations were used to compare 
responses of two- and four-year institutions. Pearson Chi-square calculations 
showed the differences of some service-learning characteristics; the mean scores 





CHAPTER IV - ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
.....service-leaming is important in order to promote the use ofaction research as a 
method ofcollecting information and evaluating the outcome ofservice-Ieaming 
programs." 
-Robert Shumer (1998, p. 6) 
Method 
The faxed survey was a two-part questionnaire to hospitality management 
programs both with or without service-learning programs. The population surveyed 
included program directors ofhospitality management programs selected from the 
directory of the Council on Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Education (CHRIE, 1997, 
Slh edition). Each question on the survey will be discussed in-depth and an analysis of the 
data collected will provide an insight to compare the opinions of two- and four-year 
institution on academic service-Ieaming. Data on details ofvarious aspects ofeach 
program were also requested and summarized. 
During the second week ofOctober 1999, 132 surveys were faxed out and 21 
responses were received within 72 hours. During the last week ofOctober 1999. the 111 
non-responding institutions received a 'reminder' fax, resulting in another 25 responses. 
Therefore the response rate totaled 34.8% ili-=46). Fifty-four percent (n.= 25) ofthe 
institutions responded within 1-3 days ofreceiving the faxed survey, 34.8% en..= 16) 
responded within 4-7 days and the remaining 10.9%. en..= 5) responded after 8 days or 
more. Of the responding institutions (ti.=46).52.2% en..=24) were 2-year institutions 
and 47.8% (n."'" 22) were 4-year institutions. 
AI 
The responding educators' institutions varied from a low of470 total 
students to a high of60,000 total students attending the institution.. The number of 
students in the hospitality program ranged from a low of 10 students in the 
program to a high of900 students. The range in years the program/major existed 
varied from two years to seventy-five years. The number ofcourses involved in 
service-learning varied from a low ofone course to as high as seventy courses; 
however~ the average was five courses per institution. The years service-leaming 
activities had existed in the program ranged from two years to 50 years, with the 
average of6 years. The last question on the survey requested a course syUabus 
that included a service-leaming component; only 8.7% en..= 4) complied. 
Results for All Respondents 
This section reports results for all respondents regardless of the inclusion 
or exclusion ofservice-Ieaming in the academic curriculum. Ofthe 46 responding 
institutions~ 67.4% have service-learning presently included in their academic 
curriculum and a little more than half (51.6%) were four-year institutions. Better 
than half (52.2%) of the respondents said that faculty made the decision to 
include/exclude academic service-Ieaming. Other responses included department 
heads (34.8%), institutional administrators (15.2%) and one respondent (2.2%) 
said "other" (not defined). Four (4.4%) respondents said faculty and department 
head made a joint decision regarding the curriculum inclusion/exclusion on 
service-learning. Some respondents selected more than one answer to this question. 
More than halfof the respondents (54.3%) strongly agreed and 39.1 % agreed that 
service-learning could be a useful inclusion in an academic program. while (6.5%) were 
undecided. Almost all (89.1%) respondents agreed. while five (10.9%) were undecided 
on the statement that service-learning could help students develop a greater sense of 
social responsibility. Exactly halfofall respondents agreed and seventeen (37.0%) 
strongly agreed with the statement that service-learning integrates academic instruction 
with public service. Howevery13 % were either undecided or strongly disagreed with the 
statement. 
Roughly three quarters (73.9%) agreed. while 17.4% were undecided when asked 
if students apply their classroom learning in service-learning activities. The remaining 
respondents (6.5%) disagreed and one (2.2%) did not indicate a response. Better than 
three quarters (84.8%) agreed that service-learning develops a deeper sense ofcivic 
responsibility. Only i5.2% were either undecided or disagreed with this statement. 
Almost half(47.90/o) agreed that service-Ieaming empowers the communityy but an 
almost equal percentage (43.5) was undecide~ and the remaining (8.7%) disagreed. More 
than three quarters (87%) of the respondents agreed that service-learning is very 




Responses from Proerams with Service-Learoina 
This section reports answers by only respondents U1.== 31) that had service­
learning included in the academic curriculum. Freshman and sophomores (63.6%) 
dominated the level at which service-learning was included in the academic 
curriculum, while seniors (16.6%) were close to a fifth of the total percentage and 
• 
the remainder (19.8%) were juniors or graduate students. 
The statement: Students will more likely develop a sense of social 
consciousness tbrQu&h service-Iearnina activities received better than three 
quarters (76.7%) agreement, while 16.7% were undecided and 6.7% disagreed. 
The majority (79.3%) agreed with the statement that Students will more likely 
develop a sense ofsocial Rlsponsibility with service-Iearnins activities. while 
20.7% either were undecided or disagreed. For the statement, Students will more 
likeIv understand social and "Iobal issues (Le. envirorurumtal concerns .. racial 
issues), most respondents (53.3%) agreed~ but one third (33.30/0) were undecided 
and 13.3% disagreed. 
Well over balf(65.5%) of the respondents agreed that Students will more • 
likelv become self-reflective about their attitudes and values in the community 
after experiencing service-learning, while one third (31%) were undecided and the 
remainder (3.4%) disagreed. Believing that Students who participat~ in service­
learnins will more likely be a contributor to the community while in coIleac. 
better than haJf(S1.7%) a~ but one third (31%) were undecided and 3.4% 
• 

disagreed. Two thirds (79.3%) agreed with the statement that Students are more likely to 
participate in community service and/or activities after colleae. ifth£)' experience 
service-learning, while 17.2% were undecided and the rest (3.5%) disagreed. 
Over 39% agreed and about one third (32.1 %) were undecided regarding the 
statement that Studegts would have benefited more ifservice-learning had been 
implemented earlier in their academic propm However almost an equal number 
(28.5%) disagreed. The statement that Students gain potegtial positives by the inclusion 
ofservice-learning in a curriculum resulted in 58.6% ofbeing undecided and better than 
one third (37.9%) agreeing; only 3.5% disagreed. More than two thirds (690A,) agreed 
that Students often encoYIlter obstacles while developing a sense ofsocim res.ponsibility 
via service-learning; however, 20.7% disagreed and 10.3% were undecided about this 
statement. 
Comparison Results ofTwo- and Four-Year Institutions 
Statistical analysis between two- and four-year institutions yielded only a few 
comparisons that were significantly different. Notably program directors of two-year 
institutions found that when service-learning was included, service-Ieamina was more 
useful in the academic proif8I1l than institutions that did not have service-Ieaming 
included. In addition, the mean score oftwo-year institutions was greater <M...~ 4.7) than 
four-year institutions <M...= 4.0), indicating a stronger belief in the benefits of including 
academic service-learning (see Figure 3). Another significant difference was found about 
the statement that Academic service-learning intemtes academic instruction with public 
service. Two-year institutions that do not include service-learning had a mean 
score of4.7 vs. four-year institutions with a mean score of3.7. When service­
learning was included in the cuniculum., there was no difference between the 
institutions regarding this statement; means scores were identical at 4.2 (see 
Figure 4). The stronger belief that Students develop a deeper sense ofcivic 
res.nonsibility when service.leaming is included resulted in bigher mean score 
(M.= 4.4) for two-year institutions than the four-year institutions (M.:- 3.9). It is 
interesting to note that two-year institutions that did not have service.leaming 
more strongly believed this statement to be true (M = 4.7) than four-year 
institutions CM..:- 3.5) (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5i Academic Service-Learning Develop. a Deeper 
Sen.e of Civic Re.pon.lblUty 
An 
Results Relevant to Research Questions 
Research Question One: What influences the inclusion or exclusion ofacademic 
service-learning in hospitality management programs? 
Thirty-one (67%) of46 respondents ~ service-learning included. This is 
divided between 15 (48%) two-year institutions and 16 (52%) four-year institutions. The 
decision-making factor on who makes the decision to include or exclude service-learning 
was one indicator of"influence". Although faculty (52.2%) made the majority of 
decisions. the responses indicated some joint decisions by faculty and department heads 
(11%) regarding the inclusion/exclusion ofservice-learning in the curriculum. 
Respondents singled out some characteristics of service-learning as factors that 
may be indicators of influence in its inclusion in the curriculum. Notably reported was 
that service-learning could be a useful inclusion (93.4%); service-learning integrates 
academic instruction with public service (87%); service-learning developed a deeper 
sense ofcivic responsibility (84.8%) and service-learning is very important to the total 
learning experience of students (87%). 
Research Question Two: Is there a perceived difference between two and four-year 
institutions about the importance ofacademic service-learning in hospitality management 
programs? 
Cross-tabulation calculations indicated two-year institutions are in stronger 
agreement with the characteristics ofacademic service-learning. as outlined in Table 1. 
than four-year institutions. although there was no statistically significant difference in 
responses. Two-year institutions agreed more strongly than four-year institutions, that 
service-learning could be a useful inclusion into curriculum and that service-learning 
develops a greater sense ofsocial responsibility. 
Table 1 : Cross-Tabulations ofTwo- and Four-Year Institutions' Responses 

Key: C=Two-year CoUege Responses 

U=Four-year University Responses 


















Useful inclusion into Pearson Chi-Square df Asymp. Sig. 
curriculum Value (2-sided) 
S.105 (a) 2 .18 
(a) minimum expected count is 1.43 
Greater sense ofsocial 2 and 4 year lnstitutions 
responsibil ity C U Total 
Strongly Agree 16 11 21 
Agree 1 6 13 
Undecided 1 4 5 
Total 24 21 45 
Greater sense ofsocial Pearson Chi-Square df Asymp. Sig. 
responsibility Value (2-sided) 
3.123(a) 3 .293 
. .(a) minimum expected count IS .48 
S. L. integrates with Public 
Service 
2 and 4 year Institutions 

















df Asymp. Sig. 
(2-sided) 
6.484 (a) 3 .090 
. .(a) minimum count expected . IS .96 
Develop deeper sense of 2 and 4 year Institutions 
civic responsibility C U Total 
Strongly Agree lO 7 17 
Agree 12 lO 22 
Undecided 2 4 6 
Total 24 21 4S 
Useful inclusion into Pearson Chi-Square df Asymp. Sig. 
cwriculum Value (2-sided) 
2.295(a) 3 .513 
. . .(a) minimum count expected IS .48 
Researcb QuestioD Three: Why is it important to include academic service-Ieaming 
in the hospitality curriculum? 
Where service-leaming was included at two-year institutions, responses differed 
somewhat compared to two-year institutions where service-learning was not included. 
The mean score differed slightly for four out of seven characteristics (statements), 
although the mean score was not significantly different. 
All the responses from four-year institutions with service-learning had a lower 
mean score than two-year institutions. However, ofthose four-year institutions without 
service-Ieaming, the mean score was significantly different for three out ofseven 
characteristics. The comparison ofanswers and mean scores among two- and four-year 
institutions with academic service-Learning and those that do not have academic service-
learning appear in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Estimated Marginal Means of Academic Service-Leaming (S-L) Inclusion in 
Two- and four-Year Institutions 
A S-L INCLUDED (.n=31) A S-L NOT INCLUDED (.n=lS) 
Service-Leaming Two-Year four-Year Two-Year Four-Year 
Characteristics (N=46) Means (n=1 5) Means W=16) Means (n=9) Means (n=6) 
Useful Inclusion 4.67 4.50 4.67 3.67· 
[ntegrate w Public Service 4.20 4.18 4.67 3.67·· 
Apply Classroom Learning 4.20 4.25 3.89 3.50 
Develop a Deeper Sense 4.13 4.25 4.67 3.50·· 
Empowers the Community 3.80 3.48 3.78 3.00 
Mission Statement Wording 3.80 3.37 2.78 3.33 
S-L is [mportant for Students 4.50 4.50 4.33 3.50 
Sense ofResponsibility 4.07 3.87 
Understand Social Issues 3.67 3.67 
Self-reflective Attitudes 3.73 3.73 
Contributor to Community 3.87 4.40 
Participate in Community 3.73 4.13 
Implement Earlier 3.33 3.07 
Gain Positives 4.27 4.33 
Encounter Obstacles 3.93 3.47 




This chapter reviewed the data collected and discussed the research questions in 
relation to the data analysis and the significance of the calculations. A detailed 
presentation of the results of the responses to each survey question or statement was 
presented~ as well as a description ofany statistically significant differences. 
CHAPTER V - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
...... in order to serve well, learning objectives are formed in the context 
ofwhat needs to be done to serve others." 
-Robert Sigmon (1994, p. 56) 
Overview of Study 
The purpose ofthis study was to identify the prevalence of service-learning in 
two- and four-year hospitality management programs in the United States. The study 
compared hospitality program directors' beliefs and perceptions about service-Ieaming 
and its inclusion in academic curriculum. 
Summruy of Findinis 
Higher education's commitment is to prepare individuals for their role in society 
as well as for a career, a formidable task for the educator. However, Youniss (1998) 
reminded educators that service-learning inclusion in academia is a vital link between 
society and institution's students. In preparing individuals for responsible citizenship, 
particularly in hospitality management programs, academia should recognize its 
obligatory role towards a balanced education and linking learning to community service. 
If the perception on the importance ofservice-learning in academic curriculums 
of two- and four-year institutions is vastly different, whose role is it to encourage 
participation by those less inclined? Zlotkowski (1998) found that "service-learning is 
positioned at the very point where two sets ofcontemporary educational concerns 
intersect." (po 64) He explained that one concern was resources (limited or non-existent) 
and the other was human concerns (interest or no interest). The survey was designed to 
find out in an indirect way,. ifresources were a factor in the decision to include/exclude 
service-learning in the curriculum. In addition,. some ofthe questions solicited 
opinionslbeliefs on the buman aspect of service-learning,. as well as perceptions on their 
community's need for volunteers. 
Conclusions from This Study 
First Research Question: Mat i'!/luences the inclllSion orexclllSion ofacademic 
service-learning in two- andfour-year hospitality management programs? Results 
indicated that decisions at two-year institutions to include/exclude service-learning were 
made by faculty (50%), while department heads decided 300/0 ofthe time and institutional 
administrators were involved at 17%. The joint decision-making between faculty and 
department heads was 4 to 1 at two-year institutions, indicating co-operation between 
them. 
At four-year institutions the major decision makers whether to include/exclude 
academic service-learning were the faculty (52 %). Department heads decided 35% ofthe 
time, while institutional administrators were less involved at 13%. There was decision­
making co-operation between faculty and department heads (5 to 1) at four-year 
institutions, indicating a strong bond between them. 
Research Question Two: Is Ihere a perceiveddifference between two- andfour­
year instillllions ahoul die imporlance 0/academic service-learning in hospitality 
management programs? In general, the importance of academic service-leaming as 
surveyed by two- and four-year programs did not vary significantly except for responses 
• 

on one criteria: "Service-learning is very important to the total learning experience of 
students." Schools that now include service-learning believed it was more important than 
schools that do not include service-leaming. This shows that institutions that are involved 
in service-learning see the values and benefits ofacademic service-learning. 
Third Research Question: Myis it imp0r/antto include academic service­
learning in the hospitality curriculum? Three characteristics ofacademic service­
leaming were singled out by the respondents and perceived to be benchmarks: 
.:. Service-learning could be a useful inclusion in our academic program, 
.:. Service-learning integrates academic instruction with public service, and 
.:. Service-learning develops a deeper sense ofcivic responsibility. 
Two- and four-year programs identified the three characteristics ofacademic 
service-learning differently. Two-year institutions believed that the three characteristics 
Listed above were more important when service-learning was Dot included. Four-year 
institution responses to the importance of the three characteristics listed above were 
contrary to the two-year responses, indicating a stronger belief in the importance of these 
characteristics when service-learning was part of the academic curriculum. 
The overall results relating to the research questions can be summarized as: 
.:. Two-year institutions believe more strongly that ifservice-learning is not part of 
their academic curriculw:n, inclusion into academic programs is not as important, 
integration with public service is less viable and that students would not develop a deeper 
sense ofcivic responsibility by involvement in service-learning activities. 
(. The same is not true for four-year institutions when service-Iearning'!yu part of 
their academic curriculum. These responses showed there was a positive difference and a 
.. strong belief that academic service-learning was useful, and that its inclusion did 
integrate instruction with public service, and that students developed a deeper sense of 
civic responsibility with service-learning activities. 
Limitations ofThe Study 
A very strong limitation ofthis study was the composition ofthe survey itself. 
The survey was limited to two pages and that in tum limited the number ofquestions. 
Some of the questions were not well formulated and lacked detailed directives. This 
resulted in multiple answers and/or omissions for some questions designed for one 
response. For instance, the decision making question "Who at your institution made the 
decision to include or exclude service-learning?" gave four responses, but respondents 
were not directed to check only one answer. Therefore, respondents often checked more 
than one answer; whatever was appropriate for their institution. 
Another flawed question on the survey was "At what level has your institution 
included service-learning in the curriculum?" Again the survey instructions did not direct 
respondents to select one answer only, so many selected multiple answers. 
The method and timing in sending the survey to the program directors contributed 
to the somewhat low and definitely slow, response rate. It was hoped to use electronic 
mail to send the surveys, however the layout design ofthe survey did not lend itself for 
email fonnatting. Designing a Website for easier use by the recipients to respond to the 
survey proved to be too time consuming. The fax method, a common business practice, 
was thought to be a viable alternative for a quick response rate. The first round ofsurveys 
was sent during the first week ofOctober with the follow-up round two weeks later. A 
perception by the researcher was that a fax cover sheet would have been helpful in the 
first round of faxes and might have resulted in a higher response rate. Despite the 35% 
response rate, the results were lower than expected. The faxes were sent the first week 
and the third week ofOctober and may have contributed a less than desirable number of 
responses due to the educators' semester time schedule. A better choice oftime would 
have been earlier in the semester when educators may have been less busy. 
Every effort was made to verify the current director's name via the CHRIE 
directory, the Internet, by phone to solicit unlisted fax numbers. However, a generic: "To 
the current director of ..." may have sufficed and may have aided recipients to direct the 
survey to the current program director. There were responses where an indication was 
made that there was a change in the directorship ofthe department and that had delayed 
the response. 
RecQmmendations from Research Resul§ 
The purpose ofthe study was to detennine the opinions ofeducators in the field of 
hospitality management on issues concerning service-learning as it applies to their 
program. The results would serve to provide an overview ofservice-learning in the 
hospitality curriculum of the 46 programs surveyed. If service-learning was not included, 
the survey's intent was to solicit opinions and understanding about the characteristics of 
service-Ieaming. 
Educational objectives that include service-learning must focus on preparing 
students for employment in their respective industries and these objectives must be 
routinely reviewed and evaluated. Including a service-learning component at an early 
stage in the curriculum may provide for a well-rounded educational experience to reflect 
on newly acquired skills and knowledge (Kraft & Schwadener, 1994) for all participants. 
Such educational efforts are wonhwbile and service-leaming should be part ofeach 
program (in particular for hospitality programs) and used specifically to reinforce 
previous civic involvement and social responsibility. 
Previous studies (Youniss & Yates, 1997) indicated that early engagement in 
social organizations and organized activities is associated with long-term engagement 
even into midlife. Students and educators with abundant lifelong or long-term experience 
in community service, volunteering and/or public service may still not be fully prepared 
for the challenges that are associated with a service-Ieaming component in the 
curriculum. Students and educators alike need training and experience in order to be 
prepared for a balanced and effective working community relationship. 
While the format ofthis study lacked structural validity to draw conclusions about 
individual institutional programs, an overall conclusion can be reached based on service­
leaming's inclusion and/or exclusion by institutions. In ~me responses, the program 
directors indicated indecisiveness on numerous characteristics of service-Ieaming. 
• 

This would indicate a need for further research to determine to what extent the program 
directors fully understand the concepts ofacademic service·leaming. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
In an effort to prepare students for careers and a meaningfuilife, educators must 
assess the needs ofall partners ... the students, faculty, the institution and the community 
... all of whom are inter-woven with service-leaming. All partners become winners when 
educators embrace service-leaming, including meaningful service-learning activities into 
the curriculum. 
The study cited by Beene, Turner &. Lipka (1991) found that "30-35 years after 
participation in high school community service activities, the participants had an 
increased level ofcommunity involvement as adults" (Youniss &. Yates, 1997). This 
should be the benchmark for today's educators. Allowing for early community 
participation, young people can be led to be more productive as they enter adult life. The 
educator's charge is to expand this gained experience and commitment in order to benefit 
all partners involved - students, educators, institutions and the community. 
Results of this study confirm that hospitality management programs are not as 
involved with service-Ieaming as anticipated. Further research should be done to 
determine the institution's role in supporting faculty with resources and assistance in the 
implementation ofservice-Ieaming into the academic curriculums. An additional study of 
institutions with similar student attendance in hospitality program, and similar courses 
,. 

involving service-learning, could yield additional information that would benefit program 
directors. 
Further research could be done with the student population involved with service­
learning. Do students view the gained experience in the same context as the educators? 
What may be relevant to one group (who has more to gain from the experience and 
exposure) may not be to the other. Another research study could be ofthe community 
agencies involved with the institution. How do they view their relationship? Such a study 
could show how agency resources (time, insttuctions, manpower, logistics) are spent and 
the institution could assist in better management of its operations. 
Summary 
This chapter reviewed the findings of the research project and limitations were 
summarized. In addition. implications, recommendations from the study were described 
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